The spread of anorexia nervosa, especially in Western developed countries, is reaching alarming proportions. According to the International Classification of Diseases, the central feature of anorexia nervosa is “deliberate weight loss”. This means that anorexia nervosa is a progressive pursuit of lightness. Moving from this observation, I ask why so many people want to lose weight, why some would die, rather than put on weight. In order to understand what value these people attach to lightness, I look at contexts where lightness is typically celebrated (music, literature, and arts) and provide an analysis of anorexia nervosa, using both theoretical reflection and empirical observations. This analysis shows that anorexia is much more than a pattern of psychiatric symptoms, and much more than unintelligible behaviour. Anorexic behaviour is instead meaningful and coherent behaviour, and expresses ethical values that are deeply rooted in Western culture.

It is estimated that, in the United States, at least 5 million people (5% of adolescent and adult women and 1% of men) have an eating disorder and 1,000 people die each year from causes related to that condition. According to the Eating Disorders Association, more than 1 million people have eating disorders in the UK; mainly women aged between 16 and 18. In Italy, in 1988, 55,000 cases of anorexia, and 70,000 of bulimia were diagnosed. Abnormal eating is a serious threat to people's health, and mortality associated with eating disorders (up to 20%) is one of the highest in psychiatry. Due to the alarming proportion of the problem, eating disorders are sometimes emblematically called “social epidemics”. According to the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-10), the central feature of anorexia nervosa is “deliberate weight loss”. This means that anorexia nervosa is a progressive pursuit of lightness. Loss of weight is essential to the diagnosis. In the absence of “deliberate loss of weight”, the subject will not be diagnosed as having anorexia nervosa. Thus, the attempt to lose fat or general body bulk, which is often associated to anorexia, is not sufficient for the person to receive the diagnosis, since it does not necessarily determine loss of weight, and may even be compatible with increased weight of another sort—for example, muscle.

Some questions inevitably arise: why do such an alarming number of people want to lose weight? Why would some people die, rather than put on weight? Why do so many people long after lightness? What value do they attach to lightness? The following analysis of anorexia nervosa will help to answer these questions. It should be acknowledged that other scientific disciplines (especially psychiatry, clinical psychology, and sociology) have already posed similar questions. My analysis, however, has different objectives and methods.

OBJECTIVES

With regard to the objectives, the main objective of my investigation is to understand eating disorders, not to provide a clinical answer (except that understanding is probably preliminary to any effective attempt at intervention). I shall not provide therapeutic advice or normative suggestions. From this point of view, my analysis will prove inconclusive. It should be acknowledged, however, that since it is unclear what leads people to develop eating disorders, it is consequently unclear how eating disorders should be treated, at a clinical as well as at a social, deontological, and legal level. The following analysis will shed light on central features of the disorder. The aim is to satisfy a theoretical interest, and, more importantly, to make it possible to draw up effective and morally acceptable strategies of intervention.

METHODS

With regard to the methods, I intend to use a somewhat original method, or a combination of methods, that is not standard either in clinical psychology or in bioethics. I shall use literary and artistic sources to explore the most salient features of
anorexia nervosa, particularly the “deliberate weight loss”. The imaginative sources will make it possible, by way of analogy, to understand aspects of anorexia nervosa that would otherwise appear unintelligible. I shall of course appeal to scientific sources, to verify the plausibility of my hypotheses, and I shall therefore combine theoretical reflection with empirical observations. Despite the appeal to scientific sources, my conclusions will be highly speculative, as the only way to verify them is our “inducement to say, ‘Yes, of course, it must be like that’”. They do, however, throw a light upon salient traits of eating disorders, and therefore enrich the perspective from which a scientific analysis of the phenomenon should start.

In the next section I shall analyse the link between lightness and the fear of invasions of personal space, a characteristic that, according to clinical studies, is typical of people with eating disorders. It has been observed that they typically fear others’ interference and expectations, experiencing them as a violation of their personal sphere. It has also been argued that people with anorexia use their own emaciation to defend themselves from these presumed intrusions. It is left unclear, however, why, in order to obtain such a protection, they lose weight rather than adopting some other form of conduct. I shall argue that the pursuit of lightness is closely related to the fear of invasions of personal space, and I shall also explain why lightness somewhat responds to people’s fear of others’ interference.

**SAINT FEATURES OF ANOREXIA NERVOSA: THE PURSUIT OF LIGHTNESS**

I should rejoice to see you, and had earnestly asked you to my Home with your sweet friend, but for a Cowardice of Strangers I cannot resist . . .

**The fear of invasions of personal space**

According to clinical studies, the fear of invasions of personal space is one of the main worries of people with anorexia nervosa. These people typically fear possible demands and expectations of others, experiencing them as violations of their personal sphere. From questionnaires submitted by Morag MacSween to her patients, as well as from other studies quoted in her book, it is concluded that people with anorexia do not like to be touched, and always need space around them: ("I cannot cope with anybody coming close or touching me even if someone touches me on the shoulders or back"); "I like space around me".

According to Mara Selvini Palazzoli, people with anorexia oppose their emaciation to these presumed invasions, and believe (or have the illusion) that thinness works as a defence against staring, criticisms, aggression, and sexual intrusions. Anorexic emaciation would therefore be a way to declare: “I have sharp contours, I’m not soft, I don’t merge with you”. A person who had recovered said that anorexia satisfied her need to be “closed up for a while, and very small, not receptive, not there for others”.

Apparently, people with anorexia believe that losing weight means obtaining protection from presumed intrusions and invasions of personal space. However, we should ask why these people lose weight, rather than adopting some other form of conduct. In other words: in what sense do thinness and lightness work as a defence against invasions of personal space? In order to answer this question, it is necessary to reflect upon the central feature of anorexia nervosa, that is, the “deliberate weight loss”—or pursuit of lightness.

**The unbearable lightness of being anorexic: a representation of anorexia nervosa**

It should be noticed that the pursuit of lightness at the heart of anorexia is potentially endless. A body, so it seems to those with anorexia, can be progressively lighter, as one can always make another effort to lose weight. It should also be noticed that lightness may be physically unbearable. In fact, people with eating disorders normally manifest a wide range of physical problems (so called secondary symptomatology). Consequences of both weight reduction and compensation practices include endocrine and metabolic changes. Endocrine disorders manifest in amenorrhea in females and impotence and low libido in males. Among the most common effects of undernourishment, are low body temperature (hypothermia); low heart rate (bradycardia); low blood pressure (hypotension), and sometimes growth of skin hair (lanugo). Vomiting usually produces electrolyte imbalance, and may cause epileptic attacks, abnormal heart rhythms, and muscular weakness. It may also cause complications to salivary glands, dehydration, and abrasion of the oesophagus. Intestinal and urinary problems are reported, as well as kidney complications, excessive sensitivity to cold, insomnia, and danger of osteoporosis. In the most severe cases, insufficient nutrition is the cause of death.

This clinical picture has curious cultural resonances. In The Art of the Novel, Milan Kundera says he thought about the “unbearable lightness of being” for the title of his famous novel after reading about an idea of Gombrowicz. This idea, which, according to Kundera, is as comic as it is ingenious, is that the weight of our being is inversely proportional to the growth of the population on the planet. Democritus reported that 1/400,000,000 of humankind. Gombrowicz himself represented 1/2,000,000,000 of humankind. In this kind of arithmetic, says Kundera, each of us today weighs 1/6,000,000,000, and such lightness, which progressively reduces the weight of our being, starts becoming unbearable.

From this perspective, because of the continuous growth of the population on the planet, we are condemned to a continuous (and potentially lethal) rush toward lightness. In fact, each of us would be confined to a smaller and smaller space, and condemned to a continuous loss of weight. As the clinical studies reported above also show, lightness may be physically unbearable, and may even put our own existence at risk.

This picture is obviously a literary paradox, and these observations should not be understood as an explanation of anorexia nervosa. The importance of these observations lies in the fact that they make it possible, by way of analogy, to represent the anorexic experience. Anorexic behaviour may well appear absolutely unintelligible, and the observations made by Kundera about Gombrowicz’s idea somewhat provide us with a representation of what those with anorexia nervosa experience. Anorexia is, in fact, a frantic rush toward lightness, a desperate escape from fatness and heaviness, not only “wanted”, but also experienced as ineluctable; a process which, unless interrupted, is lethal. People with anorexia seem trapped in a relentless (and apparently paradoxical) process of weight loss, without knowing exactly how this happened, or, above all, how they could interrupt it. This does not mean that people are blindly involved in this process. On the contrary, as we shall see later in this paper, the anorexic rush toward lightness implies strong self control. The weight loss is deliberate (see the beginning of this paper), and this also gives us the hope that people with eating disorders may find in themselves the capacity to modify their situation. However, they also experience this rush toward lightness as ineluctable. This contradiction is part of the complexity of the phenomenon, and contributes to making the anorexic condition so dramatic.

Of course, I am not claiming that people develop eating disorders because of the demographic growth on the planet. Otherwise, contrary to what happens, anorexia would spread more in the most populated areas of the planet, rather than in the US and in Europe (see the beginning of this paper). Moreover, all of us would have eating disorders, not only some of us. Neither am I arguing that there is a perfect symmetry between fear of invasions and pursuit of lightness. Probably, not all people who are particularly concerned with others’ expectations develop anomalous eating habits. And, as we shall
shortly see, lightness is valuable not only because it may protect from others’ intrusions. Lightness is also valuable for other reasons, and is often celebrated in contexts that, apparently, are not related to this fear. The picture that we have drawn from Kundera’s understanding of Gombrowicz’s arithmetic should be seen only as a representation of the anorexic rush toward lightness, which people also experience as independent of their will. Likewise, Modigliani’s⁴⁰ and Giacometti’s work provides an extraordinary representation of the filiform figure, which is both the result of Gombrowicz’ arithmetic and the ultimate model to which anorexic bodies try to correspond.

From this perspective, Jean Paul Sartre’s comments on Giacometti are illuminating:

“In space, says Giacometti, there is too much. This too much is the pure and simple coexistence of parts in juxtaposition. Most sculptors let themselves be taken by this. Giacometti knows that space is a cancer on being, and eats everything; to sculpt, for him, is to take the fat off space; he compresses space, so as to drain off its exteriority. This attempt may well seem desperate; and Giacometti, I think, two or three times came very near to despair . . . Once he had a terror of emptiness; for months, he came and went with an abyss at his side; space had come to know through him its desolate sterility. Another time, it seemed to him that objects, dull and dead, no longer touched the earth, he inhabited a floating universe, he knew in his flesh, and to the point of martyrdom, that there is neither high nor low in space, no real contact between things.”⁴¹

As I have remarked earlier, these references should not be seen as an explanation of anorexic experience, but rather as a representation. Their importance lies in the fact that, by way of analogy, they make it possible to understand otherwise unintelligible behaviour. They make it possible to picture the difficult relationship that some people have with the idea of “occupying space”, and provide an intelligible representation of the anorexic pursuit of lightness. In the light of such references, it also becomes possible to understand the value that people with anorexia attach to lightness. In other words, as we shall now establish, it becomes possible to understand why emaciation seems to protect from others’ expectations and intrusions, or why people lose weight to obtain such a protection, rather than adopting other forms of conduct.

Lightness as a defence from the invasions of personal space

Physically speaking, fat occupies space. Under Gombrowicz’s logic, being fat means having a wider surface exposed to intrusions. On the contrary, being thin means having more available space around it, the risk of its being touched by other bodies is lower. By reducing the physical size, one reduces the threat of undesired physical contact. The fight against fat may in this perspective be interpreted as an attempt to become inviolable, to reach physical detachment (see below, the considerations on the notion of asceticism).

Viewing anorexic thinning in this way also allows us to understand another important aspect of anorexia: the link between thinness and lightness. A body, in order to defend itself from possible intrusions, and to easily free itself from eventual contractions, must be not only slim, but also light, because it is easier for a light body to float away. In fact, people with anorexia seek not only after thinness, but also after lightness: they are not only slaves of the mirror; they also make indiscriminate use of the scales, often checking their weight several times a day. Lightness and emptiness are closely related. In order to be light, a body must be empty. People with eating disorders are, in fact, persistently concerned with being “full” and “empty”. Eating means “filling oneself up”, or “blowing oneself up”, and as a caloric content is introduced in the body, the main concern is how to eliminate it. A person who had anorexia says:

Before I eat (or ate) I felt afraid that I had held out too long; while eating my main idea was how I could get rid of the food in one way or another—and this thought filled my head until I felt empty again.”²²

Through thinning, therefore, people with anorexia gradually become (or so they believe) less exposed to possible invasions of personal space. The lighter they become, the more they feel ready to free themselves from the others’ unpleasant interference. Paradoxically, therefore, this filiform figure, this fragile, a-carnal body, which looks vulnerable to anybody else’s eyes, is experienced as invulnerable by the person herself.

The pursuit of lightness is thus a pursuit of inviolability. Silently, with no apparent intervention on others or on the external environment, people with anorexia extend that environment, thus expanding the space between themselves and other people. In the isolation of their thinness and lightness, they achieve an exceptional place, one which is out of reach. This achievement, as we shall see in the next section, has important links with morality. Isolation allows in fact detachment from the “physical” world, and the achievement of a “transcendent” dimension. Isolation, thus, not only responds to an overwhelming fear of intrusions, but also contributes towards satisfying an ethical ambition to spirituality. Moreover, because of the strenuous sacrifice involved, the defence of the personal sphere is also proof of will-power, and this, as we shall see, is one of the keys for understanding the ethical connotations of eating disorders. We shall also focus on the morality of self control in the specific form of control of food assimilation. At the end of our discussion, the different aspects of such a complex phenomenon will prove to be related and coherent.

FROM THE FEAR OF INVASIONS OF PERSONAL SPACE TO LIGHTNESS AS AN ASCETIC TECHNIQUE

Emily Dickinson

Reading Emily Dickinson’s work, one is impressed by the coexistence of three elements: fear of invasions of personal space, pursuit of lightness, and moral ambition.

Emily Dickinson (Amherst, 1830–1886) is probably one of the most isolated and timorous figures in the history of literature. She seemed to perceive other people’s desire to see her as a violation of her personal space. From her letters, published posthumously by her sister Vinnie, we know that Emily progressively withdrew from social life, and isolated herself in what has emblematically been called “self-elected incarceration.”²³ From her thirties onward, Emily spent most of her time alone, writing. Her fear of intrusions was combined with the value that the poet ascribed to intellectual/spiritual activity. In her view, the written word, lasting beyond mortal bodies, brings the human being closer to eternity.

A Word always feels to me like immortality because it is the mind alone without corporeal friend²⁵

A Letter always feels to me like immortality because it is the mind alone without corporeal friend²⁵
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As a person of remarkable moral integrity, teaching deeply influences the entire modern culture. In the Christian tradition, this belief has had a notorious connotations of the idea that morality is achieved by the submission of the “physical” side to the “spiritual” side is clear and ethical connotations. In fact, as we have seen in the previous section, according to a widespread moral conception, the deliberate weight loss is a form of asceticism. Asceticism comes from the Greek ἀσκησις (exercise), a term that mainly referred to physical training and dieting of the athletes. In the late Latin era, it was translated as ad-scendere, which also means ascension. The Greek exercise began thus to denote the elevation to a transcendent or divine dimension. In its current use, asceticism has preserved the Latin concept of ascension, and is defined as “the inner action aimed at perfection and ascending to God by means of abnegation [. . .] and the gradual detachment from the world” (my italics). Thus, the exercise aimed at the ascension to a transcendent dimension acquires peculiar ethical and mystical connotations.

It should also be noticed that there is an intuitive link between lightness and asceticism (properly meant as elevation). We find eminent representations of this intuitive link in literature. Consider, for example, the following passage, taken from the famous novel Anna Karenina by the Russian Romantic novelist Tolstoy:

All the night and morning Levin had lived quite unconsciously, quite lifted out of the conditions of material existence. He had not eaten for a whole day, he had not slept for two nights, had spent several hours half-dressed and exposed to the frosty air, and felt not only fresher and better than ever, but completely independent of his body: he moved without any effort of his muscles, and felt capable of anything. He was sure he could fly... 39

In this passage, Levin transcends his physical nature. Properly speaking, he experiences a form of asceticism; thanks to the elevation from his physicality, Levin reaches a newly supernatural dimension. Such forms of elevation often have mystical and ethical connotations. In fact, as we have seen in the previous section, according to a widespread moral conception, the submission of the “physical” side to the “spiritual” side is a manifestation of moral integrity.

A number of authors who have studied eating disorders, among whom are Slade and Turner, mentioned above, have noted that typically people with eating disorders are particularly sensitive to the ethical values hallowed by Protestantism, and, in particular, to the belief that the submission of the “physical” to the “spiritual” is a manifestation of moral integrity. It may then be hypothesised that people with anorexia, as well as Emily Dickinson, seek after lightness not only to protect themselves from the threat of others’ invasions of their personal space, but also to achieve moral perfection through the overcoming of the physical side. As we shall see in the next section, this hypothesis appears plausible in the light of sociological and clinical studies that have stressed the ethical value of control over food intake (one of the most obvious ways to lose weight—or to become light).
Anorexic fasting as asceticism

In their masterpiece From Fasting Saints to Anorexic Girls: the History of Self-starvation, Vandereycken and Van Deth have argued that, at the time asceticism began to feature the search for spiritual objectives, fasting began to be considered as a means to spiritual perfection and sanctity. Where it is believed that the submission of the body to the spirit is evidence of moral integrity, it is not surprising that the control of one of the most pressing signals of the body, namely hunger, is praised. The ethical connotations ascribed to fasting, in particular in the Christian tradition, are evident. The person who is able to exert control over hunger, such a powerful physiological impulse, has often been quoted as a model of moral integrity. Fasting has been associated (and is still associated) with the idea of purity and control over the chaotic passions of the body. Eating is a fault, whereas fasting is valuable, for it requires sacrifice.

Anorexic fasting is no exception. For the person with anorexia, thinness is the demonstration of successful abnegation, whereas fatness is the sign of collapse. The strict diet, together with a rigorous selection of allowed food (the main clinical features of eating disorders) are somewhat ethical choices: eating must be a moral act, not an act of lewdness, within an antihedonistic ethic in which food becomes the first element to be sacrificed. In fasting many things are expressed and achieved. By fasting, one becomes lighter, ready to hover in the air, and to ascend to a transcendent or numenonal dimension. Being detached from the conditions of material existence a person becomes less vulnerable. She also manifests will power, nearly superhuman power, in order to exert control over the primary biological need to eat. All this has clear ethical connotations; if it is seen within Protestant ethics, lightness is the pursuit of moral perfection. In this perspective, it is also possible to understand another typical trait of anorexia nervosa: perfectionism in school and worklife.

The ethical value of perfectionism in school and worklife

From a clinical point of view, perfectionism (in particular, in school and worklife) is one of the typical features of anorexia nervosa. People with eating disorders are generally described as self disciplined and perfectionist, especially in school life and professional life. They typically ascribe high value to intellectual activity; they often find it difficult to accept their mistakes and limitations; they are generally very intransigent where lightness is often celebrated (music, literature, arts). The exploration developed here has clarified at least part of the possible meaning of anorexic behaviour.

As we have seen, it is reported that people who manifest eating anomalies are particularly sensitive to Christian/Protestant ethics. Thus, it is plausible to consider perfectionism in school life and professional life not only as a means to professional achievements, but also as a means to an ethical achievement. The intransigent discipline that characterises (among others) the dedication to work, can only be understood if viewed in the light of a determined ethical context, in which labour is one of the most respected ascetic techniques. Hard work, as opposed to indolence (one of the most repugnant vices) is synonymous with virtue. Behaviour that is generally considered as symptomatic of a psychological disorder is instead a manifestation (symptom) of an ethics of discipline and sacrifice. Different and apparently unrelated aspects of anorexic behaviour (not only control of food intake, rituals relating to food, selection of allowed food, compensatory practices, but also dedication to intellectual activity, perfectionism in school/work life, strict self discipline) become coherent and understandable in the light of the way people understand, interpret and implement particular ethical values.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, I have explored eating disorders using a method that is not standard either in clinical psychology or in bioethics. Moving from the consideration that anorexia nervosa is a “deliberate weight loss” (ICD-10), or, in other words, a pursuit of lightness, I have looked for the value of lightness in contexts where lightness is often celebrated (music, literature, arts). The exploration developed here has clarified at least part of the possible meaning of anorexic behaviour.

Lightness is considered as valuable and is pursued because it works (or it is believed to work) as a defence against others’ eventual expectations and requests, which those with anorexia experience as a threat to the integrity of their personal space. Lightness is also considered as valuable because it is believed to promote the asceticism, properly meant as elevation, to a spiritual/intellectual dimension. The effort to reach a transcendent dimension through lightness becomes understandable in the light of determined ethical values, in particular, of the belief that morality demands the submission of the “body” to the “spirit”/“mind”, and that self discipline is evidence of moral integrity. This also explains anorexic perfectionism in school life and professional life. In the Christian tradition, in fact, and in particular in Protestant ethics, work is a means to spiritual perfection and sanctity, and consequently dedication to work is a manifestation of one’s own values.

Thus understood, anorexic behaviour no longer seems senseless. It instead appears as meaningful and somewhat coherent. It no longer looks like an unintelligible pattern of psychiatric symptoms (a psychiatric syndrome), but becomes expressive of values that are deeply rooted in the Western culture.

Anorexic emaciation contains therefore a repertoire of ancient moral values, which evidently still have remarkable weight in different contexts. A deep irony lurks here: it is the
unbearable gravity of these values that, thanks to a grotesque paradox, strips the flesh from the body of so many people. Paradoxically, in fact, it seems that people who most feel the weight of these values are the ones who so desperately want to be light, so light qu’un souffle de vent...
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